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Energy Voice is a global, digital and print
news platform for the oil and gas, renewables
and wider energy sectors. The platform
has a rich global scope and is read in
more than 100 countries.
It reports breaking news in all of the energy
industry’s key hubs, provides a diverse mix
of columnists, in-depth market research,
insightful analysis, exclusive video content,
reports and up-to-the-minute industry
coverage all in one place. It’s known for
hard-hitting exclusives with the biggest
players in business, including the CEOs
of Shell, BP, Equinor and Baker Hughes.
The UK’s best-selling regional daily paper
The Press and Journal has been delivering
news since 1747. For more than 19 years
the Energy Voice monthly supplement
has been circulated along with the P&J.

JUNE

2021
Hydrogen - It’s the most abundant element in the universe and is
being billed by many organisations as one of the best candidates
for helping nations to reduce their emissions. We assess where
hydrogen investment, production and demand is likely to come
from and ask whether we’re looking at a false dawn or the start
of something huge. Also in June, EV will be holding the second
session in its hydrogen series, in association with Deloitte, Fasken
and Costain. Session two, “Projects, infrastructure and finance”,
will be held on June 17.

J U LY

2021
HSE MOT - At a time when North Sea oil companies are working

their way through maintenance backlogs and regulators are
catching up with inspections, we carry out a health check on the
sector and speak to those developing cutting edge technologies
aimed at keeping employees safe. We also examine how safe it is to
work in the renewables sector.

AUGUST

2021
Exporters/OTC - The UK and Scottish governments no longer

intend to support companies whose services and products are
used in overseas fossil-fuels projects. But in an industry so adept
at branching into new markets, we examine how big an impact
this move might have on present exporters and those who aspire
to trade abroad. We speak to those who have made a success of
going overseas and figure out which markets have the most to
offer the UK supply chain, including renewable energy equipment
and service firms.

SEPTEMBER

2021
Offshore Europe - Europe’s premier offshore energy industry

event is rolling into Aberdeen, having staved off the threat of
Covid-19. We take the opportunity to speak to some of the North
Sea big hitters about their plans and aspirations for the basin.

OCTOBER

2021
COP 26 - By now, the keenly-anticipated 26th United Nations

Climate Change conference is just a month away. Aside from
discussing goals for limiting global warming, which other topics
will be on the agenda and who will be at the top tables during
the summit? What can Scotland teach the rest of the world about
busting emissions and delivering a just transition? And, back by
popular demand, EV will hold its second Energy Transition Idea
Exchange. The inaugural ETIDEX was held in November 2020, to
great acclaim and EV will be assembling a star-studded cast for
the next event.

NOVEMBER

2021
Decommissioning / ADIPEC - The UK prides itself on being

ahead of the game in the field of decommissioning. But how
is the country staying ahead of the competition? How are the
consortiums set up specifically to cut costs and deliver well P&A
campaigns faring? And which regions are most likely to welcome
UK expertise soonest? We also look ahead to the annual Adipec
conference in the Middle East and analyse how seriously the
region is taking the energy transition.

DECEMBER

2021
Year in Review - EV’s team and a star-studded cast of

interviewees reflect on the highlights (and perhaps even some
lowlights) of the past 12 months and looks ahead to the next 12.

